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ABSTRACT: Road accidents became a matter of concern because of the massive increase in traffic. The first 

explanation for accidents is because of the sleepiness of drivers at night time. Sleeping and drowsiness are a number 

of the leading causes of major accidents on Highways. The solution to the current problem is detecting the sleepiness 

and alerting the driver. 

So, during this project, we've thought of building sleepiness detection and alerting system for drivers using Arduino 

Nano, an eye blink sensor, motor, battery, buzzer, and relay. The fundamental purpose of this system is to trace the 

driver’s eye movements using an eye blink sensor and if the driver is feeling drowsy, then the system can trigger a 

warning message employing a loud buzzer alert. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Accidents occur in numerous ways. The unending history of traffic and accidents everywhere on the planet is due to 

the deterioration of drivers’ vigilance levels. Drivers with a lack of concentration level suffer from a marked decline 

in their perception, recognition, and vehicle manageable ability, which cause a heavy danger to their own lives and 

the lives of others. One among the causes is that drowsiness or a tendency to sleep during long drives. In India, the 

Ministry of Road Transport and highway released a report in 2015, daily around 1,374 accidents could happen and 

nearly four hundred individual deaths occur. Every hour because of vehicle accidents about fifty-seven road 

accidents and seventeen individuals die. That 54.1 % of individuals within the age group of 15 to 34 years are killed 

in vehicle accidents. The main motive of this project is to prevent accidents because of sleepiness while driving and 

to supply higher safety to drivers and passengers while driving. 

The main purpose of this project is to develop a sleepiness detection system. This method works by analyzing the 

eye movement of the driver and alerting the driver by activating the buzzer once the driver is sleepy. One of the most 

ways for detecting the eye blinking of the driver is by the creating use of an Infrared sensor. The IR sensor is 

employed to detect the blinking of the eyes of the driver. If the eyes are closed for a certain period, it'll sense by the 

IR sensor. The data of physiological reaction is sent to Arduino Board from IR sensor and makes the device work. 

Therefore, sleepiness of the driver is prevented and therefore reduces the percentage of accidents. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

In [1], the paper proposes the safety system for four Wheeler’s which measures the eye blinking of the driver by 

using an IR sensor. This helps to know the eye’s closing or opening Position as the driver gets drowsy during long 
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journeys or overnight trips. This system works by analysing the eye movement of the driver and alerting the motive 

force by activating the buzzer once the driver is drowsy. In [2] accidents because of driver sleepiness may 

be prevented using eye blink sensors. The driver is supposed to wear the eye blink detector frame throughout the 

course of driving and blink needs before a couple of seconds to discover drowsiness. The threshold of the vibration 

sensor can be varied and accordingly, action may be taken. The outcome is that the vibrator connected to the eye 

blink sensor’s frame vibrates if the driver falls asleep and additionally the liquid crystal disp lay displays the 

warning   messages.   In   [3]   the   paper    is    to    develop    a    real-time    self-adaptation    eye    blink    system. 

The proposed system can    be utilized     in several computer vision     applications like eye typing,     driver     blink 

rate monitoring, and   lie   detection   by measuring blink   detection   patterns,   eye-gaze   input   for   human- 

computer interaction, etc. The choosen method of doing this within the proposed system is to use only the Laptop 

Webcam. Comparing the proposed approach with the state-of-art eye tracking methods based on IR- light shows 

that our proposed system is a very simple and very low-cost system. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

This paper proposes a protection system for four Wheelers that measure the eye blinking of driver by using an IR 

sensor. This helps to understand the eye’s closing or opening Position as the driver gets sleepy during long 

journeys or overnight journeys. Eye blinking sensor transfers signals to the microcontroller that gives activating 

signal to the relay that controls the speed by applying a brake. The main aim is to construct a control technique that 

is helpful for the long-run transportation system. This technique works by analyzing the eye movement of the 

driver and alerting the driver by activating the buzzer once the driver is sleepy. One of the most ways for detecting 

the eye blinking of the driver is by making use of an Infrared sensor. The IR sensor is employed to observe the 

blinking of the eyes of the driver. If the eyes are closed for a particular period, it'll sense by the IR sensor. The 

information of eye blink is sent to the microcontroller Board from the IR sensor and makes the device work. 

Therefore sleepiness of the driver is prevented and therefore reduces the percentage of accidents. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

The picture shows the view of the eye blink sensor. The information of the eye blink is send to Microcontroller 

Board from the IR sensor and makes the device work. Hence drowsiness of the driver is prevented and hence a 

reduction in the percentage of accidents 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 

People are progressively exposed to dangers nowadays. Therefore, we need to take action against this as an 

engineer and have the answer we want. Any automation is designed to guard an individual. Such a model is tasked 

with developing a system for identification and controlling the speed of vehicles to prevent accidents. To some 

extent, trendy technology offers some hope of stopping these. This paper includes monitoring the blink of an eye 

with the assistance of an IR sensor. On this device, the output of the detector is provided for comparison with 

ARDUINO. once the value reaches the set level, the buzzer automatically vibrates, the LED glows, and also the 

automobile stops automatically once the eye blink sensor receives a signal from the transmission component. 
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